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“As chairman of the board I would like to
thank everybody that was involved with
Max Foundation in 2019, for making it
such a noteworthy year of growth and
impact. I would like to extend specific
thanks to the regional teams, who
continuously ensure the success of our
programmes, by implementing, learning,
and adapting to continuously increase the
effectiveness of our interventions.

11. AUDITOR’S REPORT

I am incredibly proud of the steps made in 2019; winning FMO’s
Finture challenge with our business spin-off Max TapWater;
improving our innovative Payment by Results method; starting
the Healthy Village Programme in Ethiopia; and so much more.

It delights me that Max Foundation is furthering its journey to
become a data-driven organisation. By creating a dashboard
for data-analytics and visualisation, we can continuously track
the implementation of our programmes and their effectiveness.
These are incredibly important steps for the future of impactdriven development work. Personally, 2019 stood out for me
because of my trip to Ethiopia in October. An incredible country
with fantastic people, and we are deeply honoured that we plan
to start to implement our effective Healthy Village approach
in close cooperation with the Ethiopian government, Plan
International , and other regional partners.
2020 took an unexpected turn, and because of COVID-19 the
future has become slightly uncertain. However, Max
Foundation is working daily to equip people, even in the most
hard-to-reach regions, against the spread of viruses with the
crucial tools of water, sanitation, hygiene and nutrition. We will
continue to scale our programmes, to reach our goal of helping
to provide a healthy start in life for all children.”

In 2019 alone, we were able to reach more than 1.030.00 people
with our projects. Given our emphasis on behaviour change
and entrepreneurship, the impact of these programmes will be
sustained long after the programmes end.

Joost van de Meent
Chairman of the Board
Max Foundation

Message from the director
I am writing this message from a completely
different perspective than I could have
imagined just a few months back. The
COVID-19 pandemic has rapidly affected
everyone, everywhere.

We also visited our future project areas in Ethiopia and kicked

improved our Payment by Results financial management

off

system, and we further developed our process of data-entry to

That’s why we are working every day to reach our beneficiaries

Besides this, we were present at many important sector-level

development, to create long-standing, sustained impact. In

with support and methods of disease prevention - for instance

events and meetups: we were nominated for the Impact Challenge

the face of the pandemic, the importance of good hygiene,

the importance of handwashing - through the untiring effort of

Award; we presented at the World Water Week in Stockholm; we

availability of water, clean toilets and nutrition are more

our regional teams in Bangladesh, Nepal and Ethiopia.

were invited to participate in the Skoll World Forum in Oxford;

important than ever. Our work furthers, and we would love to

Given the great needs and challenging circumstances we live and

and, most notably, we won the FMO Finture Solutions challenge

take you along with us!

work in, I value the opportunities for implementation, learning,

with our social business spin-off Max T apWater! T he Finture

field visits, and interactions with stakeholders that 2019 had to

Solutions challenge was competitive: our proposal was selected

We would have never come this far without the support and

offer even more. And there were many:

out of two hundred. I am extremely proud that FMO recognized

talent of our staff, board, interns and volunteers, both in the

the potential of our social business model, and that we could kick-

Netherlands and the countries we work. Dear partners, donors,

start this business with their support.

funders, and friends, I would like to thank you with all my heart

our

partnership

there

Wageningen Environmental

with

Plan

International,

Research,

local

implementing

create a performance dashboard of our programs. In this

partners and Ethiopian Ministries. We selected our new

impact report, we have dedicated some extra attention to

country director, Manaye Siyoum, and are very excited for the

how we work with data, and how this affects our journey to

big step of scaling our Healthy Village Programme to a new

become a data-driven organisation.

country and a new continent.

In the upcoming years, we are inspired to continue
bringing sectors together and to integrate business in

I had the privilege of visiting our programmes in the project-

for supporting Max Foundation for all these years. Your

areas several times, which is always very inspiring. Together with
the Dutch Embassy in Bangladesh, our longstanding donor, we

Max Foundation has always had a business-driven approach,

visited the South of Bangladesh to talk to our beneficiaries and

but in 2019 particularly, we made a lot of business-related

see first-hand the impact on improved child health.

steps. We registered Max TapWater as a private company, we

generosity is absolutely essential to our work.

Joke Le Poole
Director Stichting
Max Foundation

Accounting Principles
NOTES ABOUT THE BALANCE SHEET AND STATEMENT OF INCOME AND
EXPENDITURES ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
GENERAL
The financial statements include the results of Stichting Max

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

Foundation in Amsterdam and from the start of 2017 we have

Financial instruments include other current assets such as cash

integrated the results of Bangladesh. The main activities are

and cash equivalents and current liabilities. Financial instruments

the collecting of funds and supporting of children’s health in

are presented at nominal value.

underdeveloped countries using the collected funds. The Financial

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

statements are prepared in accordance with the requirements

Cash and cash equivalents are presented at nominal value and are

of the Dutch Guideline Fundraising Institutions RJ 650 (Richtlijn

freely available to the organization. For changes in the cash and

Fondsenwervende Instellingen) and cover the period from January

cash equivalents see the cash flow statement.

1st, 2019 to December 31st, 2019..

CONTINUITY RESERVE
REPORTING PERIOD

Stichting Max Foundation aims to spend the received income

The financial statements are prepared and presented with the

on organizational objectives as soon as possible. Therefore

assumption that continuity is ensured for at least one financial year.

continuous attention is given to the limiting of reserves and

The financial year covers the period 01 January till 31 December.

funds, which will in turn ensure the continuity of the organization.

CURRENCY

The continuity reserve guarantees the coverage of risks and

The annual accounts are presented in Euro’s, which is the functional

ensures that Stichting Max Foundation continues to meet its

currency of the organization. All expenditures in 2019 are

obligations during unexpected adverse circumstances. It aims

calculated at a fixed rate and at the end of a program the exchange

to cover the annual fixed organizational costs budgeted for The

differences will be calculated and reported.

Netherlands, Bangladesh and Ethiopia.

METHOD OF VALUATION

Stichting Max Foundation believes it is necessary to put aside a

Assets and liabilities, except stated otherwise, are presented

part of the general reserve into the continuity reserve.

at nominal value based on historical cost price. Income and

The continuity reserve is adjusted based on the financial result of

expenditures are allocated to and realized/implemented in the

the current year. The calculation is finalized and approved during

period they relate to.

the year end audit.

BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES

Stichting Max Foundation makes sure that the amount of

Assets and liabilities of our Stichting Max Foundation office in

and Ethiopia.

continuity reserve be kept equal to the organizations costs
budgeted for the coming year for The Netherlands, Bangladesh

Bangladesh in foreign currencies are converted to Euro’s at the
exchange rate on balance date.

Stichting Max Foundation follows the instructions of the guideline
‘Richtlijn Financieel Beheer Goede Doelen’ of Goede Doelen

FIXED ASSETS

Nederland. According to this guideline the continuity reserve

Intangible fixed assets are presented at fair value based on

should not exceed 1,5 times the organizational costs for one year.

historical cost price.

Stichting Max Foundation aims to keep part of the reserve for
the program objective. For this reason the continuity reserve is

CURRENT ASSETS
Current assets are presented at fair value and if necessary are
deducted with a provision for possible irrecoverable amounts.

maximized at 1 time the organization cost for one year.

ALLOCATION RESERVE
The remaining amount of the yearly financial result will be added to or
deducted from the allocation reserve.
Stichting Max Foundation plans to use uncommitted donation as
multiplier to start new programs and to cover funding gaps on current
projects.
During the program implementation the uncommitted donations
allocated to the program can be supplemented with committed
donations.
The aim is to keep the allocation reserve at a minimum of 5% of the
5- year programs of the year.
In case Max Foundation needs to use reserve money for programs or
operational costs an official approval by the board is required.
In case a long term program needs own funds which might result in
the usage of reserve money, the board should approve it beforehand
during the process of making the budget.

ALLOCATION SUBSIDIES
The per balance date allocated unconditional subsidies are divided into
short-term (to be realized within one year) and long-term liabilities.
Liabilities in foreign currencies are converted to Euro’s at the exchange
rate on balance date. The allocated subsidies, which have not yet been
paid, are kept as reserve at cash equivalents; this explains the balance
of the cash and cash equivalents on the balance sheet.

Statement of Income and Expenditure

Budget Overview
BUDGET (IN EURO’S)

INCOME

INCOME

2020

2019 ACTUALS

400.500

995.421

Unconditional donations and gifts are included in the statement

Costs are allocated to the following activities:

of income and expenditure in the year when they are received.

I.

Costs Program related,

Income from own fundraising

When a donation is meant to cover several years, the donation is

II.

Costs Communication & Awareness Raising,

Income from actions third parties

included for the related part in the corresponding year.

III.

Costs own fundraising,

Governmental subsidies

2.574.500

2.088.131

Conditional donations are included in the year of the statement of

IV.

Costs of management and administration,
Total income

2.975.000

3.224.263

2.733.350

2.658.831

161.100

179.183

80.550

89.591

2.975.000

2.927.605

-

296.658

income and expenditure when the related project expenditures
are realized.
The realized and unrealized exchange rate and the bank interest
results are included in the statement of income and expenditure.

EXPENDITURES

140.711

The costs are allocated based on the following:

•
•

Direct attributable costs are allocated directly to the program,
Not directly attributable costs are allocated based on an

EXPENDITURES

estimation of FTE’s time spent on activities. Included in the
not directly attributable costs are the following: personnel,

To spend on objectives

housing, office and other general costs.

Costs own fundraising
Costs management and administration

Expenditures of conditional project agreements are included in
the year they are realized. Expenditures of unconditional project

Total expenditures

agreements are included in the year they are committed.
Result
The own fundraising, management and administration costs are
included as spent in a year. Also the costs for products, services
and other contributions from third parties have been provided for
by Stichting Max Foundation.

The 2020 Budget shown above is a revision based on the impact of COVID-19 on Max Foundation’s programmes and
operations. Firstly, the start of the Max Healthy Village programme in Ethiopia had to be postponed to 2021, and secondly
some of the overhead expenditures in the Amsterdam office (including hiring) were frozen for several months as a decision
made by the board.

Balance Sheet (after result)

Statement of Income & Expenditure

(IN EURO’S)

(IN EURO’S)

ASSETS
Fixed assets (1)

31-12-2019

31-12-2018

-

-

INCOME

2019

2018

Donation, gifts and others (10)

995.421

2.450.216

Income from actions third parties (11)

140.711

117.531

1.992.931

1.307.100

Income from own fundraising (10)

Current assets
Pre-payment to projects (2)
Prepaid expenses and other accounts receivable (3)

-

(0)

98.164

279.415
98.164

National Postcode Lottery
279.415
Income from institutional donors (12)

Cash and cash equivalents (4)

5.397.483

5.275.158

Embassy of the Kindom of the Netherlands,

Total assets

5.495.647

5.554.573

Bangladesh
Grand Challenge Canada

95.200
3.874.847

3.224.263

LIABILITIES

Total income

Reserves and funds
Continuity reserve (5)

833.959

Allocation reserve (6)

2.782.164

EXPENDITURES

580,000
2.739.465

3.319.465
Spent on objectives

3.616.123
Current liabilities
Allocated subsidies (7)
Accrued liabilities (8)
Other liabilities (9)
Total liabilities

PROJECTS (13)
-

79.742

1.595.271

1.789.052

284.253

366.314

COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS RAISING (14)

1.879.524

2.235.108

5.495.647

5.554.573

2.569.239

2.125.812

89.591

160.672
2.658.831

2.286.484

% Of income spent on objectives

82,5%

59,0%

% Of expenditures spent on objectives

90,8%

93,4%

Fundraising (15)
179.183

107.115

% Of own fundraising income spent on own fundraising

5,6%

2,8%

% Of expenditures spent on own fundraising

6,1%

4,4%

89.591

53,557

3,1%

2,2%

2.927.605

2.447.156

296.658

1.427.691

COSTS OWN FUNDRAISING

Management and administration (16)
COSTS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
% Of expenditures spent on management and administration
Total expenditures
Result

Notes to the Balance Sheet
(IN EURO’S)

3. PREPAID EXPENSES AND OTHER ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

2019

2018

Donations receivable

92.336

262.897

Pre-payments rent and ICT

2.912

Prepaid tickets inspiration visit donors

2019

2018

Subsidies from institutional donors (EKN) (Max Wash II)

371.575

912.323

3.073

Subsidies from institutional donors (EKN) (Nutri component)

652.895

519.612

1.836

5.369

Other donations accrued

Interest receivable

867

874

Other

213

6.387

-

815

98.164

279.415

Project payment
Total

8. ACCRUED LIABILITIES

Total

570.802

357.117

1.595.272

1.789.052

9. OTHER LIABILITIES
158.464

286.771

Other project costs

46.648

12.728

Other general costs

44.046

27.617

Holidat allowance

18.012

17.590

6.649

13.608

10.434

8.000

Project costs
4. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

5.397.483

Taxes and social securities

RESERVES AND FUNDS

Audit costs

Balance per 1/1
Addition from result
Balance per 31/12

-

-

284.253

366.314

5.495.647

5.554.573

Office costs (sponsored by CBRE)

5. CONTINUITY RESERVE
580.000

560.000

253.959

20.000

833.959

580.000

Total
Total reserves and funds

The continuity reserve is kept in order to ensure the continuity of Stichting Max
Foundation when income is less than expected. The reserve is increased in 2019
sothat Max Foundation will be able to pay operational staff and supporting
operational costs at Max Foundation Netherlands, Bagladesh and Ethiopia for at
least one year.
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS NOT INCLUDED IN THE BALANCE SHEET
6. ALLOCATION RESERVE
Balance per 1/1
Addition from result
Balance per 31/12

SUBSIDIES FROM INSTITUTIONAL DONORS

					

1.331.774

Per November 1st, 2016 Stichting Max Foundation has signed a contract with the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (EKN),

42.699

1.407.691

in Bangladesh for four years. The contract will end per January 31st, 2021 and is totally budgeted for € 7.5 million of which € 4.9

2.782.164

2.739.465

2.739.465

million is from the Embassy.
Per June 20th, 2018 a new contract with the EKN has been signed, for three years. The contract will end per January 31st, 2021 and is

The allocation reserve includes donations not tied to any specific project by

totally budgeted for € 2.1 million of which € 1.9 million is from the Embassy.

the donor. The reserve will be spent to cover funding gaps on current projects

		

and to be used as a leverage and accelerator on future projects relating to the

COMMITTED WITH PARTNER NGO’S						

Max Foundation objectives.

At the end of 2018 Stichting Max Foundation had 6 ongoing programs with a total contract value of € 7.330.000. The duration of
these programs are three years. The total balance of committed projects amounts to € 6.367.000 per December 31st, 2018.		

7. ALLOCATION SUBSIDIES (TO BE PAID TO PROJECTS)
Total
In 2019, as well as in 2018, no unconditional agreements have been commited.
All projects periods of allocated subsidies have a maximum of three years.

2019

2018

-

79.742

		

Notes to the Statement of Income
and Expenditure

13. SPENT ON PROJECTS
All projects expenditures.

2019

2018

2.569.239

2.125.812

89.591

160.672

The increase in project expenditures is mainly due
to the acceleration of the Max Nurti-WASH program.

10. GENERAL
Foundations
Companies
Private donors
Schools
Own contribution beneficiaries
Annuities
Website
Subtotal

2019

2018

850.237

1.289.321

6.750

1.026.961

8.437

55.875

7.264

14.321

105.285

61.878

4.558

1.860

12.890

-

995.421

2.450.216

14. COMMUNICATION & AWARENESS RAISING

15. FUNDRAISING
Costs of fundraising
Income
Percentage of fundraising costs in relation to income.

179.183

53.557

3.224.263

2.447.156

5,6%

2,2%

The fundraising costs increased compared to 2018 due to more external outreach costs invested for new future programs. Since Max Nutri-WASH will end
in 2021 we needed to invest more into fundraising for new programs.

11. INCOME FROM ACTIONS THIRD PARTIES
The amount shown in 2019 and 2018 relates to the contribution received

140.711

117.531

from The Dutch Lottery.

16. MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
89.591

107.115

2.927.605

3.874.847

3,1%

2,8%

2019

2018

Total income

3.224.263

3.874.847

The Max Nutri Component income increased in 2019 as the program has

Total spent on projects

2.569.239

2.125.812

accelerated in 2019.

Communication and Awareness

Management and administration costs
Total expenditure
Percentage of management and administration costs in relation to total expenditure

12. INCOME FROM INSTITUTIONAL DONORS
In 2019 the income from the Embassyof the Kingdom of the

The costs of management and administration increased slightly compared to 2018.

Netherlands was related to two components of the Max Nutri-WASH program,

More administrative resources have been used to support the new Healthy Village pro-

Max WASH II component and Max Nutri Component. In 2019 the income from

gram in Ethiiopia which should have started in 2020. This program has been postponed

a new institutional donor, the Grand Challenge Canada, was related to the

due to COVID-19.

Max WASH II component of the Max Nutri-WASH program.
1) Max WASH II component

1.621.414

1.226.712

The Max WASH II component income increased from €1.2 million to

PERCENTAGE OF EXPENDITURE
The ratio between total expenditure on objective(s) and total income is specified below:

€ 1.6 million as the program has accelerated in 2019.
2) Max Nutri component

Total Income

466.717

80.388

2.088.131

1.307.100

3.224.263

3.874.847

89.591

160.672

2.658.831

2.286.484

82,5%

59,0%

Total spent on objectives

2.658.831

2.286.484

Costs of own fundraising

179.183

107.115

89.591

53.557

2.927.605

2.447.156

90,8%

93,4%

Total spent on objectives
% Of expenditures spent on objectives

Management and administration costs
Total Expenditures
% Of expenditures spent on objectives

PERSONNEL

			

In 2019 5.8 fte were employed by Stichting Max Foundation located in the Netherlands. (2018: 5.6). In 2019 32 fte were employed by

D.

our country office located in Bangladesh of Stichting Max Foundation.			

Strategic risks

RISK MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL POLICY				

These are political, economic, social, environmental and legal risks external to the organisation that can affect Stichting Max Foundation’s
A.

TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES

strategic direction. In 2018 Stichting Max Foundation formulated a strategic plan through a consultation process with the Stichting Max

			

All related party transactions are on terms equivalent to arm’s length transactions. Related party transactions only involve transactions

Foundation MT and our board. In this plan we outline the most interesting growth opportunities and a sub-sequent three-year scale-up

with Stichting Max Foundation Bangladesh Country Office, which operates under supervision of Stichting Max Foundation and is

strategy including strategic goals. Also, thorough analyses have been conducted to map the internal weaknesses of the organisation

governed by the same Board. As of May 2014 Stichting Max Foundation Bangladesh Country Office was official registered by the

and external threats that fall within the timeframe of the strategic plan. The plan was reviewed and updated in 2019 as the market is

Government of Bangladesh and as of December 2014 Stichting Max Foundation Bangladesh Country Office has had its own operating

changing on an ongoing base and we need to continuously challenge ourselves.

bank account.		
Operational risks
B.

Operational risks can be related to staff capacity in terms of quality and quantity, both in the Netherlands and in our country office. By

VOLUNTEER POLICY

Volunteers are very important in the work of Stichting Max Foundation. They put their effort in various aspects and activities without

carefully selecting and managing a team of core staff we can mitigate the risk of having a sub-optimal team. Implementing adequate

receiving any financial remuneration. Stichting Max Foundation works with professional volunteers, which also means that being a

safety and secu-rity procedures where necessary and providing training mitigates this risk.

volunteer is also being dedicated. Volunteers are also important for the continuity of Stichting Max Foundation as organisation, as well

•

and outcomes are discussed with the management and the Board.

as meeting the objectives. Through donations (in kind), dedication, time capacity and knowledge volunteers significantly support on
this. Our volunteer policy contributes to our effectiveness, efficiency and reputation. Besides being an active recruiter of volunteers,

Stichting Max Foundation is committed to be transparent and result driven. Operations are audited internally and externally,

•

Flooding. Floods affect Bangladesh every year; in 2019 Bangladesh suffered a flooding affecting our program in the North of
Bangladesh.

Stichting Max Foundation always provides each volunteer work which is suitable and challenging. During 2019 ca. 16 volunteers were
active for Stichting Max Foundation.

Financial risks
C.

There is a changing funding landscape for development with an increased diversity of donors. This trend gives rise to both challenges

REMUNERATION POLICY				

Remuneration policy Max Foundation strives for high efficiency and return on investments. Therefore, we aim to limit overhead cost.

such as declining rates of Official Development Assis-tance by institutional donors, and opportunities such as the emergence of new

For instance, our housing cost at the World Trade Center in Amsterdam, is a generous sponsoring of CBRE Global Investors.

financial instru-ments such as blended finance. To minimize these risks, Stichting Max Foundation seeks to di-versify its sources of

The fee paid to the director is well below the guidelines of the VFI (Vereniging Fondsenwervende Instellingen) and therefore complies

funding by engaging a range of donors.

with the organisation’s guide for the remuneration of directors and Board members of charities.

•

Max Foundation believes it is necessary to put aside a part of the general reserve into the continuity reserve		

The functions of the employees have been compared and valued on the basis of the ‘Function Book’ which is a description of common
functions in the charities sector including advised salary scales, developed by the sector association ‘ Goede Doelen Nederland’ in
collaboration with the “Human Capital Group”.
Functions and salaries of employees of Max Foundation are approved by the board. The salary scales consist of a minimum and
maximum gross annual salary, based on a 40-hour working week. The salary scales of the staff of Max Foundation are based on the ‘low’
advice line of the Function Book. Salary levels of the staff are weighted and compared every two years based on market conformity.
The board decides whether the salary scales will be indexed as of 1 January of every year. The Max Foundation follows the guidelines
of Goede Doelen Nederland.

To guarantee the continuity of Stichting Max Foundation for one year during unexpected ad-verse circumstances, Stichting

		
E.

BOARD REWARDS				

No remuneration was offered to board members and no loans, advances or guarantees were given, except for an allowance of actual
travel costs.				
F.

GOVERNANCE

			

Stichting Max Foundation is governed through a Board/Management model. Within this model the Board, consisting of volunteers,
controls the organization through an operational Director, who is appointed by the Board and specified in the Management Statute. The

No remuneration is offered to board members and no loans, advances or guarantees are given, except for an allowance for actual travel
costs.

Director supervises the operational teams in the Netherlands and Bangladesh. The Board members function as supervisors and have the
final responsibility for the organization’s operations.
The Board of Stichting Max Foundation consists of at least three members, who are appointed by the other Board members. Members

2019

REWARD DIRECTOR
Name: Joke Le Poole

Nature of employment

Job description: Director

Nature
Hours a week on parttime basis
Parttime percentage
Period
Gross salary
Holiday allowance
Social securities

are appointed for a period of three years with an option of extension for another three year period. The Board decides on the chairman
to be appointed. The constitution of the Board is specified in the organizations statutes. During 2019 the Board met 7 times with
management being present (2018: 7).

Employed
36
90%
1-1 / 31-12
71.544
5.724
10.839
88.107

The Board consisted of the following members:
- Mr. J.E.R. van der Meent: Chairman & Business Development (started 1-12-2015)

Notes on Allocation of Expenditures

- Mr. N.G.M. Terra: Programs (started 1-1-2016)
- Mr. E.L.M. Hilhorst: Fundraising (started 1-5-2018 ended 10-09-2019)
- Mrs. M.I. van Thienen: Finance (started per 1-6-2018)
- Mrs. M. Klinkenberg: Monitoring and Evaluation (started 1-1-2018 ended 10-07-2019)
- Mr. S. Ernes: Max Social enterprise and innovations (started 1-11-2019)

OBJECTIVES

ALLOCATION
EXPENDITURES

PROJECTS

FUNDRAISING

MANAGEMENT &

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION

2019 A

2019 B

2018 A

2.330.329

3.243.250

1.911.582

28.040

473.049

461.700

420.904

-

29.324

20.500

16.737

61.552

94.904

122.550

97.932

3.848.000

2.447.156

COMMUNICATION &
AWARENESS RAISING

			
Board members holding other relevant positions:
- Mr. J.E.R. van der Meent: - Senior Managing Director at Accenture

Projects

- Mr. N.G.M. Terra: Interim Director WASTE advisers on urban environment and development

Personnel

- Mrs. M.I. van Thienen: - Partner Water Tower Private Office

Housing

- Mr. S. Ernes: - Founder Wicked water, board member OneWorldCitizen, chair board Waterstarters foundation, advisor NICC

Office costs and

foundation

general costs

Management holding other relevant positions:

Depreciation

2.330.329
238.911

49.497

40.094

156.601

22.582

Mrs. M.S.J. Le Poole – Groenendaal: None		
Total

2.569.239

89.591

179.183

Total personnel costs are based on salaries 396KEUR (2018: 359.8KEUR), social
security 65.7KEUR (2018: 61.1KEUR), new pension scheme advance 11.2KEUR.
For the allocation system used we refer to the accounting principles.

89.591

2.927.605

Independent Auditor’s Report
A. REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2019 INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT

annual reporting 650 ‘Fundraising Organisations of the Dutch Accounting Standards Board’. Furthermore, the Board of Directors is responsible
for such internal control as the Board of Directors determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the financial statements that are free

OUR OPINION

from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

We have audited the financial statements 2019 of Stichting Max Foundation, based in Amsterdam.
In our opinion the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of Stichting Max Foundation as at 31

As part of the preparation of the financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for assessing the foundations ability to continue

December 2019, and of its result for 2019 in accordance with the Guideline for annual reporting 650 ‘Fundraising lnstitutions’ of the Dutch

as a going concern. Based on the financial reporting framework mentioned, the Board of Directors should prepare the financial statements

Accounting Standards Board.

using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Board of Directors either intends to liquidate the company or to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.

The financial statements comprise:
1.

the balance sheet as at 31 December 2019;

The Board of Directors should disclose events and circumstances that may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a

2.

the Statement of lncome and Expenditure for 2019; and

going concern in the financial statements.

3.

the notes comprising a summary of the accounting policies and other explanatory information.
As part of the preparation of the financial statements, the Board of Directors is responsible for assessing the foundations ability to continue

BASIS FOR OUR OPINION

as a going concern. Based on the financial reporting framework mentioned, the Board of Directors should prepare the financial statements

We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law, including the Dutch Standards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under those standards

using the going concern basis of accounting unless the Board of Directors either intends to liquidate the company or to cease operations, or

are further described in the ‘Our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements’ section of our report.

has no realistic alternative but to do so.

We are independent of Stichting Max Foundation in accordance with the Verordening inzake de onafhankelijkheid van accountants bij
assurance-opdrachten (ViO, Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants, a regulation with respect to independence) and other relevant

The Board of Directors should disclose events and circumstances that may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a

independence regulations in the Netherlands. Furthermore we have complied with the Verordening gedrags- en beroepsregels accountants

going concern in the financial statements.

(VGBA, Dutch Code of Ethics).
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Our objective is to plan and perform the audit engagement in a manner that allows us to obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence
for our opinion.

B. REPORT ON THE OTHER INFORMATION INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT
Our audit has been performed with a high, but not absolute, level of assurance, which means we may not detect all material errors and fraud
In addition to the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon, the annual report contains other information that consists of the

during our audit.

Board Report.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be
Based on the following procedures performed, we conclude that the other information is consistent with the financial statements and does

expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. The materiality affects the nature,

not contain material misstatements.

timing and extent of our audit procedures and the evaluation of the effect of identified misstatements on our opinion.

We have read the other information. Based on our knowledge and understanding obtained through our audit of the financial statements or

We have exercised professional judgement and have maintained professional skepticism throughout the audit, in accordance with Dutch

otherwise, we have considered whether the other information contains material misstatements.

Standards on Auditing, ethical requirements and independence requirements. Our audit included among others:

By performing these procedures, we comply with the requirements of the Dutch Standard 720.

•

identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, designing

and performing audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtaining audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to 			
The scope of the procedures performed is substantially less than the scope of those performed in our audit of the financial statements.

provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 			

The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the other information, including the board report in accordance with the Guideline

resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal 		

for annual reporting 650 ‘Fundraising Organisations of the Dutch Accounting Standards Board’.

control;
•

obtaining an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the

C. DESCRIPTION OF RESPONSIBILITIES REGARDING THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the foundations’ internal contra!;

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

•

The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with the Guideline for

disclosures made by the Board of Directors;

evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 		

•

concluding on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors use of the going concern basis of accounting, and based on the audit

evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the 		
foundations’ ability to continue as a going concern. lf we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in
our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause
a company to cease to continue as a going concern;
•

evaluating the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures; and

•

evaluating whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair

presentation.
Because we are ultimately responsible for the opinion, we are also responsible for directing, supervising and performing the group audit. In
this respect we have determined the nature and extent of the audit procedures to be carried out for group entities. Decisive were the size
and/or the risk profile of the group entities or operations. On this basis, we selected group entities for which an audit or review had to be
carried out on the complete set of financial information or specific items.
We communicate with these charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant findings in internal control that we identify during our audit.
Rotterdam, 30 September 2020
Hermans & Partners
W.A. de Jong RA
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